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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality is used to produce
inequalities for the variational calculations of ther
modynamic· properties of pure-fluid, pure-solid, an d
mixture of soft-spheres. For the pure-fluid and pure
solid soft spheres it is shown that the resul·ts of the
variational theory are in agreement with the Monte
Carlo data for steep soft-sphere systems. Through
Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality it is shown that in addition
to the v ariational theory of mixture, the Scott (lf)
and Scott (2f) theories also give upper bounds to the
Helmholt:z; free· energy of soft-sphere mixture. It is
also show n that vdW (1£) theory gives an approximation
to an upper bound of the entropy of mixture while the
case for vdW (2f) is not clear. Over all it is shown
that vdW (lf) and the variational theories are superior
to
: vdW (2f), Scott (lf), an d Scott (2f) theories in
predicting the thermodynamic properties of soft-sphere
mixture.

The pair intermolecular potential energy function
of realistic molecules contains both attractive and
repulsive parts. The repulsive part of the potential
function contributes mainly to the structure, or the
distribution of the molecules, in a macroscopic many
body thermodynamic system i n equilibrium, and the
attractive part of the potential energy functio9 on
tributes to the internal pressure of the system� 17
This has lead resea�ch on the equilibrium theories of
liquids, solids, and mixtures to the direction of
perturbation techniques with the repulsive part of the
potential taken as the reference or the "unperturbed"
part(2). Accordingly, if a statistical theory considers
only the repulsive part of the potential energy function,
it could only reproduce the structural characteristics
of a realistic ma ny body system which has the same kind
of repulsive forces plus additional attractive forces.
Perturbation of the attractive. forces around this
repulsive statistical model would effectively converge
to satisfactory relation s for the thermodynamic func
tions of the realistic many body systems. Another
application of the repulsive models is i n the prediction
of thermodynamic properties of substances at high tem
peratures and under shock wave or detonation conditions.
For the above mentioned applications of repulsive
models, the common practice is the use of the hard-sphere
model for which the analytic thermodyn amic functions are
available. The repulsive part of the potential energy
function of realistic molecules is not infinitely steep
like hard-spheres. Consequently, the hard-sphere model
cannot effectively take care of the repulsive character
istics of substances. For this reason, the thermodynamic
functions of the soft-sphere fluid models, when available,
will be preferred. As exemplified in later parts of this
report, there is another advantage in the study of
statistical thermody namics of soft-sphere molecules; the
possibility of analytic comparison of mixture theories
through this potential model which is ge nerally impossi
ble i n thi ase of other intermolecular potential
fun ctions 31• This can be 1�1e by the application of
Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality

NOMENCLATURE
A
d
g
G
k
n
N
r
s
T
u
U
ubA
ubS
V
x

Helmholtz free energy function
reference hard-sphere diameter
radial distribution function
Laplace transform of radial distribution function
Boltzmann's constant
soft-sphere exponent
number of molecules
intermolecular distance
entropy
absolute temperature
pair intermolecular poten tial energy function
total intermolecular potential energy functio n
upper bound of A
upper bound of S
total volume
mole fraction

Greek Letters
intermolecular energy parameter
number density
intermolecular length parameter

E
p
a

Superscripts

*

excess property over ideal gas
.bscripts

o
i,j

reference system
molecules i,j

PURE SOFT-SPHERE SYSTEMS
The potential energy function for soft-spheres
could be shown by the followi ng relation
u(r) " E(o/r) n

n > 3

(1)

This :l,ndicates that the soft-sphere potential function
could be characterized by. two independent parameters,
n and t:O n. As n goes toward infin ity, relation ( 1)
reduces to the potential fu nction of hard-spheres-with
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diamete. r a.
The Gibbs-Bogoliubov i nequality was introduced as
follows( 4) ·
(2)

solid state. The procedure will be the same as in the
case of solid Lennard-Jones molecules shown before<5, 8),
In this case for the reference system the Einstein model
(molecules in soli d state with harmonic oscillator
potential energy functions) will be used . For the ana
lytic calculation of the thermodyn amic properties of the
Einstein model, the cell theory of Lennard -Jones is used .
The inequality for the Helmholtz free energy of.soft
sphere, in solid phase, will be as follows

where Ao and U 0 are the Helmholtz free energy and the
i nternal energy of a reference system, respect ively,
while A and U are the properties of a desired system of
· molecules called the original system. The angle d
brackets indicate the expectation value of U - U0 over
3
A - Aid
the reference system, In the case where the origi nal
.!:. 2 ln .(ti)
NkT
system.consists of molecules in fluid state with soft
sphere i ntermolecular potential function as given by
with
Equation (1) and the reference system consists of
molecules In fluid state with hard-sphere intermol.ecular
potential function, with diameters d., the above inequal
ity will be as follows(S)
A

.s. A0 +

21: 2 (con )

f� r-n
d

g0(r)r2dr

(3)

where g0 is the ra dial distribution function of the
hard-sphere system. By usin g the reformulation proce
dure, presented before, ( S) the above i nequality will
take the following form

+

*
2
exp [ -ti
2 (Zi - y) ]

n
,;
*
3)3 ]
)
(
po
(
• A2.(ti,n)
[ kT

(6)

dy

( 6a)

where ti is the coefficient of harmonic-oscillator
potential energy function
= !.
a

W(r)

where
th
is the distance of the i- shell of neighbors from the
central molecule, an d Ni is the number of molecules in
the i.t.11 shell( 8). Also

A0* =
is the excess Helmholtz free energy of the hard-sphere
pure reference system over ideal gas and
2
(6
A*
1 "' (n _ 2) ,t)

(1-.!!.)
3

where
n = ¾ pd 3, and G(S,n )

•

f

..

0

S(

n

- 2) G
' (S,n)dS

(7)

(4a)

Jf.

Relations (l) for the limits of integra tJ
( 6a) are
di fferent from what was reported before • • This is d.ue
to the fact that terms smaller than or equal to exp("'{)
can be neglected in the evaluation of the radial
distribution function for the cell mod el of molecules
having harmonic-osc illator potential fnejgy function as
suggested by Corner an d Lennard -Jones IO •
This will .
end up with the following inequality as derived by
Buchanan : (9)

is the Laplace transform of rg 0 (r). For G(S,n) we use·
the analytic form alread y available ( 5, 6� It shoul d be
pointed out that exact computer calculated results for
-r
radial distrib ctJon fu nction of hard-sphere fluid is
2 > 1
1 zi
)
(
(7a)
available also • For the kind of computations which '--4
2 -a0
are reported here the aialytical Percus-Yevick solution
is satisfactory. For� we use the relation due to
Thus we obtain relations (JJ for the limits of the
Carnahan and Starling, (7) that is,
integrals appearing in (6a).
A0 - Aid
The choice of limits, as given by Equation (7), is
n (4 - 3 n )
(5) requ ired, also, to avoid d ivergence of the lower limits;
NkT
2
(1 -n)
it amoun ts to a (valid) cut-off proce dure especially for
i = 1. An alternative choice of lower limits, for
I nequality (�) can be used to calculate a least
example, would be the value of y for which
upper bound for the Helmholtz free energy of p� soft
sphere fluid by a variational calculation based on the
minimization of the right-hand side of I nequality (4)
with respect ton, the har d-sphere red uced density,-as
the variational parameter( 5) , Equation (2), although
is a minimum.
accurate enough, is an approximate relation and one may
get more reliable results by usi ng the "exact" machine
Based on Inequality (Z!), it can be shown that(9)
calculated hard-sphere results for Helmholtz free energy. in the case of Lennar d-Jones solid the value of m (the
number of effective shelis) has to be at least {aqual to.
Similarly, the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality can be 2 (instead of 3 as was previ ously suggested (5, 8i). In
used to produce another inequality for the Helmholtz
the case of soft-sphere solids, because of the positive
free energy of a system consisting of soft-spheres in
(repulsive) form of the potential function, m can have
443
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there are other theories which actually give upper
any value, as small as m • 1.
( ·There are some Monte Carlo data available for the bounds to the thermodynamic properties of soft-sphere
mixtures. These are the van der Waals' (vdW) and
thermodynamic properties .of pure soft-sphere fluid and
Scott's one- and two- fluid theories of mixture.
solid systems ( 11, 12). The data available are for
n • 4,6,9, 1 2, with n being the power in Equation (l),
The smaller the value of n is, the greater will be the Variational Theory For Soft-Sphere Mixture
Inequality (2) will be in the following form for
deviation of Equation (!) from the hard-sphere potential
a system of soft-sphere fluid mixtures, with the hard
function ,
sphere fluid mixture taken as the reference system:(13)
With the understanding that inequality (!) gives
only a least upper bound for the Helmholtz free energy
CD
of soft-sphere fluid, based on the minimization of its
f r-n goij(r) r2dr (8)
right-hand side, and the fact that the reference system
di j
for this inequality is the hard-sphere fluid, the
variational calculations upon inequality (i) will give
0
In the above i nequality g ij ·, s are the radial distribu
satisfactory results for only large values of - n. On
Table I the Monte Carlo calculations on compressibility, tion functions of the reference hard-sphere mixture xi,
xj are the mole fractions of components i and j, and
Eij• Oij are the intermolecular interaction parameters
PV
for the components i and j . This inequality, like
NkT
inequality (1) for pure soft-sphere fluid, can also be
reformulated with respect to the available Laplace
and Helmholtz free energy
transforms of rg0 ij's as given before(13). Minimization
of the right-hand side (rhs) of inequality @) with
respect to dij's will produce a least upper bound (lub)
for the Helmholtz free energy of the soft-sphere fluid
mixture.
for pure soft-sphere fluid (ll) with n = 12, are com
pared with the results of variational calculations on
inequality (_i) versus
The Scott's "One-Fluid" Theory of Mixtures
1
In the case where the original system consists of
a mixture of molecules of different species and the
(kF/4 (po3)//2
reference system consists of a pure system of molecules,
both with the same number of molecules and with soft
Also shown on Table I, are the results of perturbation
sphere intermolecular potential functions, we will
)Y (ll) for soft-spheres. The comparison indicates have
tl(
tft� the results of the variational theory are in good
agreement with the Mon te· Carlo calculations, specifi_
cally at high densities. Figures I, II, and III show
}: j
u = .!.2 i,
(9)
k,l
the changes in compressibility, Helmholtz free energy,
and entropy, respectively, of soft-sphere fluid with
(k r 1)
respect to n, calculated by inequality (!±.) for different
values of
and

I

uo = .!.
2
The dashed lines are the asymptotic(hard-sphere) values
as n goes toward infinity. As illustrated, the thermo
dynamic properties of soft-spheres converge faster to
hard-sphere results at lower densities.
Similar to inequality (4), variational calculations
upon inequality (6) win give satisfactory results for
the soft-sphere solid system only at large values of n .
This is also because of the nature of the reference
system in inequality (6) which is a solid single
occupan cy Einstein cellmodel (harmonic-oscillator
potential function inside each cell, and the infinity
value of the potential at the walls of the cells) . I n
Table �I the Monte Carlo calculations on compressibi
lities(ll) of pure soft-sphere solids are compared with
the results of v�ri�tional calculations for inequality
(6), cell model, lllJ and correlated-cell model lll).
For the variational calculations three cases are
or
considered: m •
shell, m = 2 or 2 shells, a d
n
l
1
m � 3 or 3 shells in inequality (�. The results of
other.
each
are very close
cases
these three
The
soft-spheres
solid
theorytofor
variational
of the
results
are also in agreement with the Monte Carlo calculations,
spcifically at high densities.

}:

k,l

n
-n
(Eo )rkl

(10)

(k#l)

In equation (2_) , the first summation is over the
components and the second summation is over the inter
actions. Eij and Oij are the intermolecular interaction
parameters for the components i and j, while rkl is the
intermolecular distance between molecules k ana 1. In
equation (10) the summation is over the interactions.
Consideri ng inequality {1) and relations �) and
(!.Q_) for U and U 0, in calculating the lub for A (the
Helmholtz free energy of the soft-sphere mixture) it is
necessary for the first derivative of the rhs of
inequality (l) with respect to £On to vanish (3, 15 ).
This will produce the following relation between £On
and Eijo�j 's of the components of the mixture:(3 • 1 5)

SOFT-SPHERE MIXTURE

(11 )
Equation ill) is the condition necessary for the rhs of
inequality (2) to be minimum with respect of eo n . The
sufficient cci"ndition is when its second derivative is
positive.. That is, the followi ng inequality must be
valid:

-n > 2 > 0
r-2n > o - < r
•
o
Aside from the variational, theory of mixtures,(13 14) <
444
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The left-ha nd side of Inequality (ll) is always posi
tive and consequently Equation (ll) for £On will give
a lub for the Helmholtz free energy of soft-sphere
mixture. Equation (11) is actually the mixing rule for
the ljcott' s "one-fluid" theory of soft-sphere mix
ture {16).

...
'

The Scott's "Two-Fluid" Theory Of Mixture
Consider the case where the original system
consists of a soft-sphere mixture with total potential
en ergy function give n by Equation (9) a nd the reference
system with the following total potential energy
function:
-n
Uo .. !
(Ei�)r
2
kl
i k ,l

II

(13)

respect to to" to van ish, and the second derivative to
be positive. That is, for the first and the second
derivatives, relations (19) and (20) , given below,
should satisfy,(3) respectively < r -2 n >
o

(19)

- < r-n >O>O
2

Inequality@) is always satisfied.
relation (!2) in ill) will give

Insertion of

(2 0)

(21)

s ..s. s o

Consequently S0 is the lub for S. S0 is the entropy of
a reference pure soft-sphere which its molecular param
eters (t,o ) should satisfy relation (�) . Analytic
(k,'l)
solution of Equation (19) for E and o , with respect to
Eii, o i j is n ot generally iiossible, but it could be
In this case, to find the lub for A, it is necessary
solved at high temperaturel3, l 7 ) which gives the follow
for the first derivatives of the rhs of inequality (2)
to vanish, with respect to qo 's, This will produce the ing results:
following relations for \of°'s
x xjoi3j
o3=
i
i j
(22)
(14)
3
xixjEi jo:j
£0 =
1 j
To find the sufficient conditions for lub of A, we must
look at the second derivatives of the rhs of inequa l ity
Relations (Zl) are the mixing rules for van der Waals'
(�_) with respect to qor•s. In the•case.when i, j= l ,2, "one-fluid" theory of mixture. This indicates that
the sufficient conditions are
vdW (lf) theory of mixture gives an approximation to
a lub for the entropy of mixture of soft-spheres (1, 12 ),
a 2 (ubA}
(15a)
>0
The van der Waals' "Two-Fluid Theory of Mixture
atit
In the case where U is given by Equation (9) and
U 0 is given by Equation (Ll) we investigate the possi
a 2 (ubA) > 0
( 15b)
2
bilities of mi nimizing the rhs of inequality(!!!) with
ati2
respect to Eiof's in order to derive a lub for the
entropy of soft-sphere mixture. For this, the first
a2 (ubA}
a 2 {ubA} (a 2(ubA} 2
derivatives of the rhs of inequality ill) with respect
) < 0
(15c)
2
2
ati1ati2
to EJ.of's should vanish yielding the following relation
ati 1
ati2

1

If

II

i

where Ai• q°J_n and ubA = upper bound of A (the rhs of
inequality ( 2) ). Calculations show that conditions
(15a) and (15b) are satisfied, but condition <li.s;) is
not(the rh°sof inequality (15c) vanishes) . Conse
quently, it is not clear whether we can get to a lub
for A in this case. Equation (14) is actually the
mixing rule for the Scott's "two-fluid" theory of soft
sphere mixture (16).

The van der Waals' "On e-Fluid" Theory of Mixture
By exchanging the places of the original and
reference systems, inequality ( 2) can be written as
follows: (3)

(16)

- < r

-n > =- 0

( 23)

For the second derivatives, where i,j = 1, 2 , it is
·necessary to satisfy the following relations in order
to have a lub for S,
a 2 (ubS) > 0
ae,f

(Z4a)

a 2 (ubS� > 0
2
n2
a 2(ubS)
ae,f

In this inequality the angled brackets indicate the
expectation value of U 0 - U over the original system,
By consideration of the definition of entropy

(24b)

a2 (ubs}
2

ati 2

- aa(ubs}
t..1n
2

2

2

. (24c)

< 0

of.

Alge
with ubS the "upper bound of S" and t,i = Ei
braic calculations show that conditions (24a) and (24b)
are satisfied but condition ®) is not Ttne left-liand
TS • -A + < U >
(17)
side of condition ®) vanishes), This indicates. that
we cannot be sure whether relation (D) , substituted in
inequality ill) can be written with respect to entropies the rhs of inequality ill) will min imize it or not, At
• high enough temperatures, and by a similar process as
TS ..S. TS0 + [ < U0 > - < U0 > 0 ]
(18)
in the case of vdW (lf) theory, we ca n solve Equation (23)
for Ef and o1 with the following results(17)
Considering inequality<_!!!) and relations (.2) an d (lQ)
for U and U 0 , in order to find the lub for S, the
entropy of the soft-sphere mixture, it is necessary for
the first derivative of the rhs of inequality (�) with
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mixture through the Scott I s "one-fluid" theory of
mixture with the pure soft-sphere variational equation
of state as the reference equation.
In the case of the Scott's"two-fluid" theory of
mixture with the pure soft-sphere variational equation
of state as the reference equation, the working
inequality will be as. follows

(25)

Relations (25) are the mixing rules for the van der
"two-fluid" theory, vdW (2f) , of �ixture (l / , l8),

Waals'

Comparison Of The Theories of Mixtures
For calculation of the thermodynamic properties
of soft-sphere fluid mixtures through the variational
theory, inequality�) is used. For the properties of
reference hard-sphere mixture systems the results of
the Percus-Yevick theory is used(l9, 20 ) as in the case
of variational theory for Lennard-Jones mixture <13, 14�
While the variational theory will produce a lub for the
Helmholtz· free energy based on inequality ( 8) , it is
shown in the case of Lennard-Jones mixture that the
excess thermodynamic properties of mixture calculated
through the variational theory are in agreement with
the machine-calculated and experimental data(l4, 21 ).
This is because the errors on total properties correct
each other in the calculation of excess properties.
In Figures IV-VI excess Gibbs free energy, excess
enthalpy and excess volume calculated by variational
theory, for binary soft-sphere mixture are compared
with the results of binary hard-sphere mixture(20) and
binary Lennard-Jones mixture, ( 13, 14) all equimolar,' at
different constant pressures and at T = 100 °K. The
molecular diameters of the components for all the three
potential models (hard-sphere, soft-sphere, and
Lennard-.Jones) in these figures are chosen equal, For
. · e soft-sphere potential in these figures it is assumed
(. .kt u(r) = 4d /r) 12 , consistent with the Lennard
o
Jones potential function, Also for unlike interaction
parameters in the three potential models it is assumed
that
0
3,596 A
and

A1 n
( ,n)

(27)

where EiOi appearing in the above inequality is given
by Equation (10, Joining Equation (14) with inequal
ity( 27) will produce inequality (26) and consequently
the results of the Scott (lf) and Scott (2f) theories
of mixture will be equivalent.
By joining Equation (22) with inequality (4) we
get the following inequality

_}:

3
oij

__:::.,,__

m,n

-· ]

X X o

3

m n mn
(28 )

Minimization of the rhs of inequality (28 ) with respect
ton will give the Helmholtz free energyof soft-sphere
mixture through the vdW (1 £) theory of mixture with the
pure soft-sphere variational equation of state as the
reference equation,
In the case of the vdW (2f) theory of mixture
with the pure soft-sphere variational equation of state
as the reference equation, the working inequality will
be the same as inequality (ll) , with Ei ,01 appearing in
this inequality given by Equation {25) . By joining
Equation @ with inequality (27) we get the following
inequality

As shown in these figures, the excess Gibbs and excess
enthalpy of Lennard-Jones mixture are not very sensitive,
while its excess volume is more sensitive to changes of
pressure, In the case of soft-sphere and hard-sphere
(29)
excess properties, it is shown that sensitivities with
respect_ ·to pressure are much more than in the case of
Lennard-Jones excess properties. There is a peculiarity Minimization of the rhs of inequality (29) with respect
in the excess volume of soft-sphere mixture and that is ton will give the Helmholtz free energy of soft-sphere
its very strong sensitivity to pressure. change.
mixture through the vdW (2f) theory of mixture with the
For calculation of the properties of soft-sphere
pure :Soft-sphere variational equation of state as the
fluid mixture through the Scott and van der Waals
reference equation.
theories of mixture, besides the mixing rules for these
In Figures VII and VIII Helmholtz free energy and
theories we need a reference pure soft-sphere equation
entropy
of equimolar binary soft-sphere mixture calcu
of stateO, 18). For the purpose of comparison of the
lated by different mixture theories tor n• 12 are
results of these mixture theories with the results of
compared, For these figures T• 100 K, specific0
the variational theory of soft-sphere mixture, we use
volume• 30cc/mole, 012 = (011 + 022)/2• 3 ,596 A and
the variational equation of state for pure-soft-spheres, E11/k • E22/k = E12/k = 133.5° K.
Equation (�, as the reference equation.
As it is proved here, the variational and Scott
By joining Equation (ill with inequality ® we
(lf) theories both give l east upper bounds for the
get the following inequality
Helmholtz free energy of soft-sphere mixture based on
their respective inequalities. In Figure VII it is
shown that for the system chosen the upper bound due
to the variational theory is much lower than the upper
bound.due to the Scott (lf) theory. This indicates
that the results of the variational theory for Helmholtz
Minimization of the rhs of inequality 00 with respect free energy of soft-sphere mixture is much closer to
ton will give the Helmholtz free energy of soft-sphere reality than the results of the Scott (if) theory,
446
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12 Hoover, W.G., Gray, S.G., and Johnson, K.W.,
The results of the Scott (lf) theory for Helmholtz free
energy is equivalent to the Scott (2 f) theory as indi Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 55, 1971, p. 1128,
13
Mansoori,·G.A., and Leland, T.W., Journal of
c1;1ted above,
Chemical Physics, Vol. 53, 1970, p, 1931.
It was also proved that for soft-sphere mixture
14 · Mansoori, G.A., Journal of Chemical Physics,
the vdW (lf) theory gives an approximation for a lub of
entropy of the mixture based on its respective inequal Vol. 56, 197 2, P• 5335.
15 Mazo, R.M., Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol.
ity and that it is not certain whether the vdW (2f)
4 0, 1964, P• 1454,
theory gives a least upper bound to entropy. On
16 Scott, R.L., Journal of Chemical Physics,
Figure VIII entropies calculated by the vdW (If) and
Vol. 25, 1956; p. 193.
vdW (2f) theories are compared with the results of
17 Leland, T,W., Chappelear, P.S., and Gamson,
other theories, The values of entropies calculated by
vdW (lf) are higher than those of the vdW (2f) theory. B,W., American Institute of Chemical Engineers Journal,
. Vol, 8, 1962, p, 48 2 ; see also R,C, Reid and T,W. Le
Of course, this does not mean that vdW (2f) is closer
land, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Journal,
to reality, due to tl}e fact that it is not certain
Vol, 11, 1965, p. 228,
whether the vdW (2f) theory gives an upper bound to
18 Leland, T.w., Rawlinson, J.S., Sather, G.A;,
entropy, Even if we accept that the vdW (2f) theory
and Watson, I,D., Transactions of the Faraday Society,
gives an upper bound (lower than the upper bound due
Vol, 65, 1969, p, 2034.
to vdW (lf) theory) for entropy, we can see from
19
Lebowitz, J.L., Physical Review, 2nd Series,
Figure VII that the Helmholtz free energy by vdW (2f)
1 33, 4A, A895, i964.
is much farther from the lowest upper bound of Helm
20 Mansoori, G.A., Carnahan, N.F;, Starling, K.E.,
holtz free energy (the results of variational theory)
than the result of the vdW (2f) theory. Similarly, we and Leland, T.W., Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 54,
1971, p. 15 23.
can compare the variational and Scott (lf, 2f) theories
21
McDonald, I.R., "NPT-Ensemble Monte _Carlo
with the vdW (lf) theory (which gives a lub for
Calculations for Binary Liquid Mixtures" (to be published)
entropy) on Figure VIII and conclude that the varia
22
Henderson, D., and Leonard, P,J., Proceedings
tional theory gives a better estimate of entropy of
of the National Academy of Science (USA), Vol. 67., 197 0,
soft-sphere mixture than the Scott (lf, 2f) theories.
p. 1818, and Vol. 68, 1971, p. 63 2 .
Of course, it should be remembered that the vdW (lf)
theory gives only an approximation to an upper bound
of entropy of mixture which it is accurate at high
Pure Soft-Sphere Coapresstbility and Relmholtz Free Energy
temperatures, Overall, results of the variational and
12
vdW (lf) theories are very close to each other and they
Versuo Denoity with u(r)•c(o/r)
are expected to be closer to the real thermodynamic
(Fluid PhaH)
properties of soft-sphere mixture than the other theories,
The superiority of the vdW (lf) and variational theo
i
ries .over the vdW (2 f) and Scott (lf,2f) theories have
PV/Nlr.T
(A-A d) /NltT
already been demonstrated by many investigators for
/1rz N,C, Var. Plart, (1) Pert, (2) N,C, Var. Pert. (1) Pert, (2)
hard-sphere and Lennard-Jones .mixtures (1,2,13,20-2 2),
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